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Abstract: In this paper, an algorithm is developed for a full non-conflict schedule obtained through the activation 

of diagonals of sub- matrices in switching nodes of type Crossbar. The size of sub matrices in the Crossbar is 

optimized. Finite automats are designed for two layers control of sub-matrices a comparison with known 

algorithms with diagonal activation of connection matrix is done. 
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Introduction 

The traffic via Crossbar switching nodes is casual and depends on the users. The formulation of the conflict issue 

during operation of the switching nodes is as follows: the dimensions of the switches in the switching nodes are 

N x N, where N sources of packet messages are connected to N receivers via the switch of the switching node. 

The switching node traffic is random by nature and depends on the users. Conflicts are available in the following 

two cases: 

 When one source of message requests communication to two or more message receivers; 

 When one message receiver receives communication requests from two or more message sources. 

The evasion of conflicts is directly related to the switching node performance.  

The status of the switch of the switching node is represented with the so called connection matrix. For N x N 

dimensional switch the dimension of the connection matrix T is N x N also, where every element Tij = 1 if the 

connection request from i- source to j- receiver exists. In the opposite case Tij = 0.  

A conflict situation arises if any row of the connection matrix has more than a single 1, which corresponds to the 

case when one source requests a connection with more than one receiver. The presence of more than a single 1 

in any column of the matrix T also indicates a conflict situation, it means that two or more sources have requested 

a connection with the same receiver [Kolchakov and Tashev, 2012], [Kolchakov K., 2012]. 

Description of algorithm ADAJS (Algorithm with diagonal activations of joint sub-switching 

matrices) 

The connections matrix T with N x N size, where N is being the degree of two, is divided into sub matrices (S) 

with dimension n x n, (n also is a degree of two), i.e.: 

T = [ S i j ], i = 1- n, j = 1- n. 
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The sets of sub matrices located along the main diagonal are processed simultaneously in each of the diagonals. 

For submatritces in diagonals parallel to the main one, the principle of reconciliation is used. The idea of 

synthesis of the algorithm ADAJS (Algorithm with diagonal activations of joint sub-switching matrices) is based on 

the knowledge that the diagonal sub matrices with requests for service in the matrix T are non-conflict in the 

diagonal where they are located [Kolchakov and Monov, 2013]. 

There are diagonals with sub matrices of requests that are non-conflict to one another.  

Figure 1 shows joint couple of non-conflict diagonals with sub matrices of requests for service and the main 

diagonal of sub matrices that cannot be jointed with anyone else. 

 

 

Figure 1. Diagonal activation of joint sub matrices (Layer 2+ Layer 1) 
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The whole process of the implementation of ADAJS algorithm for obtaining a non-conflict schedule is divided into 

steps. The first step refers to the main diagonal sub matrices processed simultaneously and without conflict. The 

next steps are related to the reconciliation of the diagonals parallel to the main diagonal by pairs (Figure 1). The 

analytical description of the steps shown on Figure 1 is as follows: 

Step1 :   S11 ,  S22 ,  S33 ,  S44 , S55,  S66,  S77,   S88         Step 5 :   S17,  S28 , S31,   S42, S53, S64,  S75,  S86 

Step2 :   S81 ,  S12 , S23 ,  S34  , S4 5, S56, S67,  S78         Step 6 :   S61,  S72 , S83,   S14, S25, S36,  S47,  S58 

Step3 :   S18,  S21 , S32 ,  S43,   S54,  S65, S76,   S87         Step 7 :   S51,  S62 , S73,   S84, S15, S26,  S37,  S48 

Step4 :   S71,  S82 , S13,   S24,   S35, S46,    S57,  S68         Step 8 :   S41,  S52 , S63,   S74, S85, S16,  S27,  S38 

 

T = [ S i j ] , i = 1 - 8, j = 1 - 8 

The size (n) of the sub matrix determines the number of steps (I) as follows 

 

                       I = N/n.                                                                            

For N = const., I = f (n), where 1 <n ≤ N / 2. 
(1)

Sub-matrix optimal size 

The goal is to determine the optimal size of the sub matrix related to performance of the software model 

SMADAJS. A clear minimum of the operating time (TW) is seen for n = 4 for N = 128, 256, 512, 1024 and 2048. It 

can be concluded that for size N up to 2048, the optimal sub matrix size is n opt = 4. In order to reduce CPU work 

controlling the requests execution in a switching node of type Crossbar, it is appropriate to synthesize a finite 

automat. It will take care to handle the individual sub matrices. Then CPU will be limited to initialize the finite 

automat during the work of the algorithm ADAJS for the respective sub matrix only. 

In our case the optimal size of the sub matrix is n opt = 4. Therefore, the finite automat shell replaces CPU for a 

sub matrix 4 x 4. Figure 2 shows the four steps of the algorithm for sub matrix 4 x 4 corresponding to the four 

states of the finite automat - A1 to A4. A state A0 should be available for the initial reboot of the finite automat. In 

state A0 all requests in the sub matrix are not allowed. 

Realization of ADAJS algorithm via hierarchical two layers control with finite automata for 

commutator of type Crossbar 

The algorithm ADAJS contains naturally hierarchical two layers control of type ”master – slave” itself. Layer 1 

(slave) is the layer where the sub matrices are processed. Layer 2 (master) is the layer where the diagonals of 

sub matrices are processed.  

In our case a Moore finite automat is suitable, because each state corresponds to an output signal that is not 

affected by the input word, as in the case of Mealy automat [M.Schaller and K. Svozil, 1996].  
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Figure 3 shows the state transition graph of the synthesized Moore automat for control of the sub matrix 

presented in Figure 2. Using Z1 signal, the automat passes through the states from A0 to A4 and each state A1 to 

A4, corresponds to an output signal St.1 (Step1) to St.4 (Step4) which controls the connection sub matrix directly. 

Using Z2 signal, the automat goes to A0 state with an output signal R which is an indication for CPU switching 

node that the automat is free and could be started at any time. 

 

 

Figure 2. Sub matrix 4 x 4(optimal size) - (Layer 1) 

 

Each sub matrix is controlled by Moore finite automat with five states (Figure 3). This is the first layer control 

(Layer 1). 

Figure 4 shows a graph of transitions of Moore finite automat. This finite automat controls the joint diagonals of 

the sub matrices described in steps 1 through 8 on the second level (Layer 2) of Figure 1. 

The difference between the graph of transitions of the automaton of Layer 1 (Figure 3) and that of Layer 2 

(Figure 4) is the number of states. 

We denote by τ the residence time of finite automat of Layer 1 in each of its states. For finite automat on the 

second level (Layer 2) this time is n.τ and since n opt = 4, it is obtained 4τ. 
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Figure 3. Graph of the transitions (Layer 1) 

 

 

Figure 4. Graph of the transitions (Layer 2) 
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Comparison with other algorithms, with diagonal activation of the connection matrix 

Table 1 represents a comparison between the results of algorithms with a diagonal matrix activation of connection 

matrix in terms of number of control levels, number of states of finite automata used in the implementation and 

operation time. 

 

Table 1. Comparison between algorithms with a diagonal matrix activation of connection matrix 

Algorithm Layers FA - states operation time 

ADA 1 2N (2N-1).τ 

AJDA 1 N+1 N.τ 

ADAJS 2 5 (Layer 1), N/4+1 (Layer 2) N.τ 

 

The advantage of the hierarchical two layers control for ADAJS is that the number of states of the finite automata 

of the second level is four times less than the states of AJDA finite automata. 

In terms of running time ADAJS is almost twice faster than ADA and equal to AJDA. 

Conclusion 

The hiearchical two layers control commutator of type Crossbar by finite automata releases the communication 

processor from the requests processing tasks and ensures fully non-conflict requests execution. This control 

requires number of states of layer 2 control four times less than AJDA and eight times less than ADA which are 

with one layer control. 
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